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Abstract
Measure synchronization is a well-known phenomenon in coupled classical Hamiltonian systems over last two decades. In this
paper, synchronization for coupled Harper system is investigated in both classical and quantum contexts. The concept of measure
synchronization involves with the phase space and it seems that the measure synchronization is restricted in classical limit. But, on
the contrary, here, we have extended the aforesaid synchronization in quantum domain. In quantum context, the coupling occurs
between two many body systems via a time and site dependent potential. The coupling leads to the generation of entanglement
between the quantum systems. We have used a technique, which is already accepted in the classical domain, in both the contexts to
establish a connection between classical and quantum scenarios. Interestingly, results corresponding to both the cases lead to some
common features.
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03.67.Hk, 75.10.Pq
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1. Introduction
Synchronization was first observed in the seventeenth cen-
tury by Huygens (Huygens, 1673), while working with the cou-
pled pendulum clocks. Later, in the twentieth century, it was
also reported that this phenomenon is observed in a triode gen-
erator, in two organ pipes, etc. (Pikovsky et al., 2001). In ad-
dition, the lighting of fireflies (Aguiar et al., 2011) is an exam-
ple that supports the existence of this phenomenon in nature.
Also, in the extended ecological systems (Blasius et al., 1999)
and in the metabolic process (Porat-Shliom et al., 2014) we ob-
serve this phenomenon. However, much later, synchronization
for the coupled chaotic systems was observed and chaotic syn-
chronization becomes popular after 1990 (Pecora and Carroll,
1990).
Chaotic synchronization was challenging because of the sen-
sitive dependence on the initial conditions. However, further
progress in this field revealed the existence of the different
kinds of synchronization, viz., phase synchronization, gener-
alized synchronization, lag synchronization, etc. (Boccaletti
et al., 2002). In delayed systems also, this phenomenon is ob-
served (Pecora and Carroll, 2015). Though there is a vast lit-
erature for synchronization in coupled dissipative (Pecora and
Carroll, 2015; Ghosh et al., 2018a) and coupled delay chaotic
systems (Boccaletti et al., 2002), few articles are reported re-
garding the synchronization of Hamiltonian chaos. In the cou-
pled Hamiltonian systems, the aforesaid synchronizations are
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not observed. Also, since the Hamiltonian systems follow the
Liouville’s theorem, there is no existence of attractor here un-
like the dissipative systems. Therefore, one would get a differ-
ent type of synchronization: ‘measure synchronization’ (MS),
in coupled Hamiltonian systems, reported in 1999 (Hampton
and Zanette, 1999).
In case of MS, the participating subsystems share the same
identical measure in the projected phase space (Hampton and
Zanette, 1999). For two coupled Hamiltonian systems, if both
the subsystems share the same area in the projected phase por-
traits, then the subsystems are in MS state, otherwise, not.
Further, it is also reported that when there are more than two
subsystems—say three subsystems—it may be observed that
the first subsystem is in MS state with the third one, but not
with the second one—this kind of synchronization is called the
partial measure synchronization (Vincent, 2005). MS is stud-
ied in various branches of Physics, viz., in bosonic Josephson
junction (Tian et al., 2013a), in delayed coupled Hamiltonian
systems (Saxena et al., 2013), in ultra-cold atomic clouds (Qiu
et al., 2015), in optomechanical systems (Bemani et al., 2017),
etc.
Now, since synchronization in the coupled Hamiltonian sys-
tems is observed, one may extend the concept of the MS in
the quantum systems. But, the first problem we face regarding
this issue, is the fundamental idea behind the MS involves with
the concept of the region covered by the phase space trajectory;
there is no concept of phase space in quantum mechanics. How-
ever, recently, one article (Qiu et al., 2014) reported the quan-
tum many body measure synchronization, and they have shown
that both the coupling subsystems have identical measure in the
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three dimensional angular momentum space. MS has also been
studied in quantum many body systems (Qiu et al., 2010; Tian
et al., 2013b) by extending the definition classical MS to quan-
tum systems. Recently a study has been done on synchroniza-
tion and quantum entanglement generation (Roulet and Bruder,
2018).
Quantum entanglement is a unique property of quantum me-
chanics. There is no analogue of entanglement in classical me-
chanics. Due to the linear superposition principle and tensorial
structure in quantum mechanics, certain quantum state of two
or more than two subsystems can not be written as a product
of the states of individual subsystems. Hence, the subsystems
can have quantum correlations even they are spatially separated.
This results in certain phenomena which are exclusively quan-
tum in nature (Einstein et al., 1935). Quantum entanglement
has been studied in various contexts and recognized as an es-
sential resource for quantum computation and information in
last few decades.
Many body quantum systems specially quantum spins are of
great interest in quantum communication theory as they could
be used as quantum wires to join quantum devices. So quan-
tum entanglement has also been extensively studied in the field
of communication in quantum spin systems, viz., state trans-
fer, entanglement transfer in quantum spin chains (Bose, 2003;
Subrahmanyam, 2004; Christandl et al., 2004), etc. To establish
a connection between the MS and the entanglement generation
in many-body quantum systems, one needs to have a quantum
system which behaves as a classical system showing measure
synchronization in certain limit. Previously some studies show
the connection between entanglement generation in higher di-
mensional quantum systems and chaos in their classical map
(Lakshminarayan, 2001).
Here, we concentrate on a one dimensional periodically
kicked Harper model with N qubits, i.e., 2N dimensional Hilbert
space. This model reduces to a classical Harper map for large
N limit. This is an approximate model for electrons in a crys-
tal lattice subjected to a perpendicular magnetic field (Harper,
1955). The dynamics of Bloch electrons moving in periodic po-
tential in presence of a uniform magnetic field and time varying
electric field can be shown to be governed by Harper dynam-
ics under the tight binding approximation (Iomin and Fishman,
1998, 2000). The model has a rich spectral structure, and also
relevant in the context of metal-insulator transition or transi-
tion from localized to extended states (Basu et al., 1991; Artuso
et al., 1994, 1992). In addition, the quantum kicked Harper
model has been investigated for the entanglement distribution
and dynamics (Lakshminarayan and Subrahmanyam, 2003).
Since there is no closed form solution for the quantum model
due to the space dependent on site potential we restrict our-
selves in one particle subspace. However, it is possible to write
time dependent wave-function for one particle states in analyti-
cal form as discussed in (Sur and Subrahmanyam, 2019). Cou-
pling such two N qubit systems via another time and space de-
pendent potential can result in interesting consequences. This
leads to decoherence in individual systems and both the sys-
tems get correlated. Due to the absence of phase space in quan-
tum mechanics, their coupling dynamics can be investigated by
studying their quantum correlation measures as well as intra
qubit correlations from the two systems.
In this paper, we study the coupled Harper systems and try
to observe the measure synchronization here. Since the concept
of MS is purely classical, we try to study the coupled Harper
systems in the classical limit. Further, we show that one can
extend the idea of MS in the domain of coupled quantum sys-
tems. Thus, this manuscript aims to connect two completely
different branches of physics, synchronization in chaotic sys-
tems and quantum many-body physics and intrigues some new
avenues for further research. The manuscript is prepared in the
following order: In section III, we explain the MS explicitly
in the classical scenario, then we return to the quantum pic-
ture and study the dynamics in detailed in section IV, and try
make an analogy. Finally, a short discussion on local coupling
in quantum scenario has been added.
2. Preliminaries
We consider the following integrable Hamiltonian (Laksh-
minarayan and Subrahmanyam, 2003) of a one dimensional N
body quantum system of fermions hopping on a chain with an
inhomogeneous site potential. The Hamiltonian is given by:
H =
1
2
N∑
j=1
c†jc j+1 +
g
2
N∑
j=1
d†jd j+1 + H.C., (1)
where c†j are the creation operators at site j, g is the potential
strength parameter. The operators dk are the Fourier transfor-
mation of the Fermion annihilation operators and are given as
follows:
dk =
1√
N
N∑
j=1
e
2pii jk
N c j. (2)
Substituting it in the actual Hamiltonian we get:
H =
N∑
j=1
[1
2
(c†jc j+1 + c jc
†
j+1) + g cos(
2pi j
N
)c†jc j
]
. (3)
Further, we denote the sum of the operators in the following
way:
V =
∑N
j=1 c
†
j+1c j,
U =
∑N
k=1 d
†
kdk+1 =
∑N
j=1 e
2pii j
N c†jc j, (4)
and, it can be shown that the operators V and U are the discrete
versions of standard quantum position and momentum trans-
lation operators: exp(−ipa/~) and exp(−ixb/~) respectively.
Here, a and b are respectively the smallest position and the
momentum units. A detailed explanation is given in (Laksh-
minarayan and Subrahmanyam, 2003). However, in terms of
this new notation the Hamiltonian can be written as:
H =
1
2
[
V + V†
]
+
g
2
[
U + U†
]
=
1
2
[
V + V†
]
+
g
2
N∑
j=1
cos(
2pi j
N
)c†jc j, (5)
2
Now, we consider the non-integrable Hamiltonian, i.e., the
second term on the right hand side of Eq. 5—which can also
be thought of as a time dependent and site dependent potential
term. The non-integrable Hamiltonian is given as:
H(t) = 12
[
V + V†
]
+
g
2
[
U + U†
]∑∞
n=−∞ δ(
2pit
τ
− n)
=
∑N
j=1
[ 1
2 (c
†
jc j+1 + c jc
†
j+1) + g cos(
2pi j
N )c
†
jc j∑∞
n=−∞ δ(
2pit
τ
− n)].
(6)
A train of impulses is provided at intervals of time τ/(2pi),
where τ is the kicking interval parameter. As τ → 0, we re-
cover the integrable Harper equations. The first term represents
the kinetic energy of the fermion or hopping term, and the sec-
ond term is the kicked potential energy operator. The effect of
the potential is through a train of kicking pulses with an inter-
val τ, a tunable parameter, to go continuously from completely
integrable to completely non-integrable regimes. For τ→ 0 the
dynamics of the Harper Hamiltonian is integrable, and for large
values of τ the dynamics is completely chaotic (see Fig. 4 in the
work of Lakshminarayan and Subrahmanyam (Lakshminarayan
and Subrahmanyam, 2003), and for further details (Lima and
Shepelyansky, 1991)). The potential strength parameter g and
the kicking interval parameter τ can be varied independently to
change the dynamics qualitatively.
The Hilbert space for a single site is two-dimensional, either
occupied or unoccupied, and thus it can be mapped to the spin
language. We convert the Hamiltonian in Eq. 6 from fermion
operator to spin operator formalism via Jordan-Wigner trans-
formation (Lieb et al., 1961), where the fermion occupation is
mapped to the down spin occupation in the spin states. The
Hamiltonian can be written in terms of spin operator language
as the following,
H(t) =
∑N
j=1
[ 1
4 [(σ
x
jσ
x
j+1 + σ
y
jσ
y
j+1)
+g cos( 2pi jN )
σzj+1
2
∑∞
n=−∞ δ(
2pit
τ
− n)]. (7)
The first term turns out to be XY term, and the second term
becomes a transverse field that is inhomogeneous in space. This
incorporates an interaction of down spins on neighbouring sites
and there is no many-body interaction here.
Now, we discuss the coupling scheme of two identical Harper
systems, denoted by A and B respectively, each with N parti-
cles, The time dependent coupling Hamiltonian is proposed by
taking the product of potential terms from individual Hamilto-
nians. This coupling scheme is very much similar to (Miller
and Sarkar, 1999). The time dependent Hamiltonian for the
coupling term are given by the following,
HAB(t) = ε2
[
UA + UA†
][
UB + UB†
]∑∞
n=−∞ δ(
2pit
τ
− n),
(8)
where ε is the coupling strength parameter. The coupling
strength parameter ε should be of same order of the potential
strength parameter g. We set g unity throughout the paper and
varied ε to see the measure Synchronization.
Using the definition for the operator U given in Eq. 4, we can
write the coupling Hamiltonian in terms of the spin operators,
HAB(t) =
ε
2
N∑
jA, jB=1
cos(
2pi jA
N
) cos(
2pi jB
N
)σzjAσ
z
jB
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(
2pit
τ
− n).
(9)
Rest of the terms vanish because of the transverse potential be-
ing symmetric in site, i.e.,
∑N
j=1 cos(
2pi j
N ) = 0. Though there is
no many body interactions in each of the systems, but coupling
introduces an inter system many body interaction effect. This
will generate inter-system correlation along with intra-system
correlation. We can construct the full Hamiltonian that governs
the the dynamics of the joint quantum system from Eq. 7 and
Eq. 8 as the following,
H(t) = 14 (
∑N
jA=1(σ
x
jA
σxjA+1 + σ
y
jA
σ
y
jA+1
)
+
∑N
jB=1(σ
x
jB
σxjB+1 + σ
y
jB
σ
y
jB+1
))
+ 12 (g
∑N
jA=1 cos(
2pi jA
N )σ
z
jA
+ g
∑N
jB=1 cos(
2pi jB
N )σ
z
jB
+ε
∑N
jA, jB=1 cos(
2pi jA
N ) cos(
2pi jB
N )σ
z
jA
σzjB)
∑∞
n=−∞ δ(
2pit
τ
− n).
(10)
The operators U and V we introduced in Eq. 4 are lattice
translation and momentum translation operators respectively,
and this can easily seen as:
V |l〉 = |l + 1〉, 〈k|U = 〈k + 1|. (11)
If we replace V and U by discrete versions of standard quantum
position and momentum translation operators exp(−ipa/~) and
exp(−ixb/~) respectively Eq. 6 leads to,
H(t) = cos(
pa
~
) + g cos(
xb
~
)
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(
2pit
τ
− n) (12)
Setting a = b = 1/N, ~ = 1/2piN, and replacing the operators x
and p by their classical values x and p respectively, the classical
Harper Hamiltonian can be obtained as,
Hc(t) = cos(2pip) + g cos(2pix)
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(
2pit
τ
− n), (13)
where the subscript ‘c’ abbreviates the classical counterpart of
the Hamiltonian. Similarly, the classical coupling Hamiltonian
in Eq. 8 turns out to be,
HABc (t) = 2ε cos(2pix
A) cos(2pixB)
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(
2pit
τ
− n). (14)
The dynamics of the full system is governed by the Hamiltoni-
ans HA(t), HB(t) of the subsystems A and B and the interacting
term HAB(t). The full Hamiltonian Hc(t) is given by,
Hc(t) = HAc (t) + H
B
c (t) + H
AB
c (t)
= cos(2pipA) + cos(2pipB) + g(cos(2pixA) + g cos(2pixB)
+2ε cos(2pixA) cos(2pixB))
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(
2pit
τ
− n). (15)
3
3. Observation of measure synchronization
Now, since we have the Hamiltonian in the classical limit, we
want to study here the dynamics of two coupled Harper systems
and try to observe whether we have some analogous results in
the quantum scenario. Since τ is the time interval between two
consecutive kicks, then time t = nτ, where n is an integer. Fol-
lowing (Lakshminarayan and Subrahmanyam, 2003), the equa-
tion of motions of the coupled systems become:
xA(n + 1) = xA(n) − τ sin(2pipA(n)), (16a)
pA(n + 1) = pA(n) + τg sin(2pixA(n + 1))
+2τε sin(2pixA(n)) cos(2pixB(n)), (16b)
xB(n + 1) = xB(n) − τ sin(2pipB(n)), (16c)
pB(n + 1) = pB(n) + τg sin(2pixB(n + 1))
+2τε sin(2pixB(n)) cos(2pixA(n)). (16d)
The newly constructed maps (Eq. 16) are defined within 0
and 1 using the standard ‘mod’ function (Lakshminarayan and
Subrahmanyam, 2003). The dynamics of the individual sys-
tem (i.e., with HABc = 0) is already studied for different τ
in (Lakshminarayan and Subrahmanyam, 2003). The individ-
ual system (i.e., either HAc or H
B
c with H
AB
c = 0) shows non-
chaotic and chaotic motions at τ = 0.1 and τ = 0.5 respec-
tively, and a mixed state of chaotic and non-chaotic dynamics
is observed at τ = 0.3 (Lakshminarayan and Subrahmanyam,
2003). However, in this paper, we study the measure synchro-
nization (Hampton and Zanette, 1999) the coupled systems (i.e.,
with HABc , 0) at different values of τ. In the case of coupled
Hamiltonian systems, we generally observed measure synchro-
nization (Hampton and Zanette, 1999; Wang et al., 2002, 2003;
Vincent, 2005; Gupta et al., 2017), which imply that in syn-
chronized state the coupled systems share the identical regions
(or, area) of the projected phase space—hence the name ‘mea-
sure’. In literature, there are two techniques, viz., equal aver-
age energy of participating systems (Wang et al., 2003; Vin-
cent, 2005) and kink in average interaction energy (Wang et al.,
2003) to detect the measure synchronized state. But, recently,
two works (Gupta et al., 2017; Ghosh et al., 2018b) reported
that sometimes the equal bare energy technique fails to detect
the synchronized state and encourage to use the other tech-
nique: kink in average interaction energy. Anyway, one can al-
ways back to the first principle of measure synchronization and
compare the joint probability density functions of the coupled
systems for the verification of the synchronized state (Ghosh
et al., 2018b). However, for the further analysis, we adopt the
joint probability density technique and the average interaction
energy method to illustrate our results. From now onwards we
use the term ‘synchronization’ to refer the measure synchro-
nization.
3.1. Joint probability density technique
In Fig. 1, we have studied the τ = 0.3 case in detailed in pres-
ence of two different values coupling strengths ε : 0.3 (a and b)
and 0.7 (c and d), and observe that two coupled oscillators are
not in the synchronized state at ε = 0.3, but in synchrony at
0.0 0.5 1.0
xA(n)
0.0
0.5
1.0
pA
(n
)
(a)
0.0 0.5 1.0
xB(n)
0.0
0.5
1.0
pB
(n
)
(b)
0.0 0.5 1.0
xA(n)
0.0
0.5
1.0
pA
(n
)
(c)
0.0 0.5 1.0
xB(n)
0.0
0.5
1.0
pB
(n
)
(d)
Figure 1: Measure desynchronization and measure synchronization are ob-
served for different coupling strengths. The phase portraits of the individual
subsystems, following Eq. 16, are plotted for two different values of coupling
strength ε keeping fixed τ = 0.3 and g = 1 in both the cases. First row
(a and b) is for ε = 0.3, whereas the last row (c and d) is for ε = 0.7.
For ε = 0.7, both the subsystems are in synchronized state unlike the sce-
nario at ε = 0.3. In both the subplots, we have taken the initial condition as
(xA(0), pA(0), xB(0), pB(0)) = (0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.5).
ε = 0.7. Thus, the visual observation is a qualitative support of
the synchronized state at ε = 0.7. Now before comparing the
joint probability distribution function, let us briefly discuss the
algorithm to calculate the joint probability distribution in the
next paragraph.
The phase portrait of either system is bounded within 0 and
1—both in abscissa and ordinate. Let us divide the projected
phase portrait—the xA − pA plane (or, the xB − pB plane)—
into small square of area ∆x∆p = 1/M2, i.e., we divide ei-
ther of the axes into M small pieces with ∆x := 1/M and
∆p := 1/M. Thus, ρA(xA, pA)∆x∆p provides the fraction of to-
tal points within a square of area ∆x∆p with centre at (xA, pA),
where ρA(xA, pA) is the joint probability distribution of the sub-
system A. Similarly, we can define the joint probability dis-
tribution function—ρB(xB, pB)—of the second subsystem B.
Now, the coupled subsystems are in measure synchronized state
if ∆ρ := |ρA(x, p) − ρB(x, p)| ≤ ρc ∀ (x, p), where ρc is a thresh-
old and should be infinitesimally small.
0.0 0.3 0.7 1.0
qA, qB
0.0
0.3
0.7
1.0
pA
,p
B
(a)
0 0.3 0.7 1.0
qA, qB
0
0.3
0.7
1.0
pA
,p
B
(d)
(b)
0.01
0.50
1.00×10−2
0.01
0.50
1.00×10−2
Figure 2: Fig. 1 is depicted here from a quantitative point of view: compar-
ing the joint probability densities of the coupling subsystems. ∆ρ is plotted in
colour in (a) and (b) for ε = 0.3 and 0.7 respectively. In (a), ∆ρ is larger than
the threshold ρc (= 1 × 10−3), indicating the desynchronized state. But in (b),
the condition ∆ρ ≤ ρc is always satisfied indicating the synchronized state.
In theory, ρc should be zero. However, this demands that
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the time-series under study be infinitely long and be sampled
continuously in time. In practice, this is impossible. Hence,
the best we can do is to choose ρc to be some small non-zero
number depending on how long the systems are evolved in the
numerical simulations. We have taken M = 20, i.e., the joint
probability distribution is calculated over total 20 × 20 grids,
and the threshold ρc is taken as 1 × 10−3. Note that there is
nothing special about M = 20. One may choose any larger
M. The choice of smaller values of M has the obvious problem
that the information of the local dynamics can’t be captured—
as an extreme example, M = 1 can only capture an averaged
global measure. Also, in practice, ρc depends on the M value—
this dependence would also vanish in the limit of infinitely long
data that has been sampled continuously.
3.2. Average interaction energy technique
As discussed at the beginning of this section, the average
interaction energy indicate the transition from a synchronized
state to desynchronized state or vice versa. Here, the average
interaction energy of the coupled subsystems (A and B), follow-
ing Eq. 15, is given by:
Eint =
1
T
T∑
n=1
HABc (n). (17)
In addition with the phase coordinates, Eint depends explicitly
on the the coupling strength. The average interaction energy is
plotted in Fig. 3(a) with different ε using Eq. 16 and 17. One
kink is observed at ε = 0.5, which further implies that there is
a transition from the desynchronized state to the synchronized
state at ε = 0.5 (Gupta et al., 2017) as ε is increased. For
more clear understanding, we have plotted the phase portraits
at ε = 0.3 and 0.7 in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 leads to the conclusion that
at ε = 0.3, the participating subsystems are in desynchronized
state, whereas at ε = 0.7 they occupy the same measure in the
projected phase space indicating the synchronized state.
0.0 0.3 0.7 1.0
ε
0.00
0.25
0.50
E
in
t
(a)
0.0 0.3 0.7 1.0
ε
0.0
0.6
1.2
E
in
t /
ε
(b)
Figure 3: The average interaction energy Eint is plotted for the coupled subsys-
tems A and B following Eq. 16 and 17 for different coupling strengths ε with
the initial condition (xA(0), pA(0), xB(0), pB(0)) = (0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.5). A kink
observed at ε = 0.5 shows the transition from the desynchronized state to the
synchronized state.
Thus we may conclude here, with the help of above men-
tioned techniques, that synchronized state is observed for cou-
pled Harper systems after ε = 0.5 using τ = 0.3. However, the
scenario is different for other values of τ. For example, if we
choose τ = 0.1, we observe a discontinuity in Eint at ε = 0.5
(see Fig. 4(a) or (b)), and following our discussion there should
0.0 0.3 0.7 1.0
ε
0.00
0.25
0.50
E
in
t
(a)
0.0 0.3 0.7 1.0
ε
0.0
0.6
1.2
E
in
t /
ε
(b)
0.0 0.3 0.7 1.0
qA, qB
0.0
0.3
0.7
1.0
pA
,p
B
(c)
0 0.3 0.7 1.0
qA, qB
0
0.3
0.7
1.0
pA
,p
B
(d)
0.01
0.50
1.00×10−2
0.01
0.50
1.00×10−2
Figure 4: Similar to Fig. 3 and 2, Eint and ∆ρ are plotted for the coupled sub-
systems A and B for different coupling strengths ε with τ = 0.1 and unaltered
initial conditions (xA(0), pA(0), xB(0), pB(0)) = (0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.5). A disconti-
nuity observed at ε = 0.5, but no transition is observed at ε = 0.5. Subplots (c)
and (d) show the variation of ∆ρ for ε = 0.3 and 0.7 respectively. The higher
values of ∆ρ (∆ρ > ρc with ρc = 4 × 10−4) imply the desynchronized state in
both the cases.
be a transition between the desynchronized and the synchro-
nized state. But, the variation of ∆ρ (see Fig. 4(c) or (d)) ex-
plain that for both the cases: ε = 0.3 and 0.7, desynchronized
state is observed. Thus, the discontinuity in Eint, observed here,
misguided us to make a decision, and the aforesaid problem
continued for all values of τ . 0.3. Besides, for τ & 0.3, we do
not observe the transition for any ε ∈ [0, 1]. In Fig. 5 we have
explained the case for τ = 0.5 and no kink is observed in Eint
(see Fig. 5(a) or (b)), which maybe because of the full-fledged
chaotic nature of the coupled subsystems at τ = 0.5 (Laksh-
minarayan and Subrahmanyam, 2003; Lima and Shepelyansky,
1991) and they are always in synchronized state. The values of
∆ρ in Fig. 5(c) or (d) support the existence of the synchronized
states for varepsilon = 0.3 and 0.7. This further help us to
make a possible conclusion that the transition is always associ-
ated with a kink in Eint, but any non-analyticity in Eint does not
imply the transition. However, all the conclusions drawn from
the results in this section remain unchanged from other sets of
initial conditions also.
4. Quantum Dynamics
Now, we turn our discussions on time evolution of quantum
systems A and B, and each of the systems is an N qubit sys-
tem. The operators in the systems A and B belong to disjoint
Hilbert spaces HA and HB respectively. Even initially each of
the system starts from a pure state, due to the coupling even-
tually they will entangle with each other and become mixed
states hence we have to evolve both the systems simultane-
ously. Let |ψA0 〉 and |ψB0 〉 be the initial states of systems A and
B respectively. The state of the joint system can be written as
|ψ0〉 = |ψA0 〉⊗|ψB0 〉. We consider evolution at discrete times, viz.,
t = τ+/2pi, 2τ+/2pi, etc., i.e., at time instant just after a kick. The
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Figure 5: This plot is for τ = 0.5 with the initial condition
(xA(0), pA(0), xB(0), pB(0)) = (0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.5). Here no kink is observed in
Eint for different coupling strengths ε, which supports the absence of the tran-
sition. The density plots of ∆ρ, for ε = 0.3 (subplot (c)) and 0.7(subplot (d)),
are also in accordance with this conclusion.
state of the joint system after n kicks will be given by:
|ψnτ/2pi〉 = Un|ψ0〉 = Un|ψA0 〉 ⊗ |ψB0 〉, (18)
where, the time evolution operator U is defined on the joint
Hilbert space HA ⊗ HB just for one kick (corresponding to t =
τ/2pi).
To solve the system analytically, we need to focus on the
symmetry of the dynamics. It can be easily seen that number of
down spins is conserved throughout the dynamics in the joint
system as well as in the individual systems. The XY dynamics
can be studied analytically using Bethe Ansatz eigenfunctions
(Bethe, 1931). The one-magnon excitations can be created by
turning any one of the spins, giving N localized one-magnon
states. One-magnon eigenstates are labelled by the momentum
of the down spin and the corresponding eigenfunction is given
by:
φxp =
√
1
N e
ipx; p = 2piIN , for a closed chain, (19)
where the momentum p is determined by an integer I =
1, 2, ...,N. The one-magnon eigenvalue is given by 1(p) =
− cos p. The time evolution of the system will transport the sin-
gle down spin from site x to another site x′ and the time depen-
dent probability is given by one magnon Green function, where
the time-dependent function Gx
′
x (t) (Subrahmanyam, 2004; Sur
and Subrahmanyam, 2017) is given by:
Gx
′
x (t) = (−i)x−x
′
Jx−x′ (t), (20)
for a closed chain. Jx(y) is the Bessel function of integer order
x and argument y. The system evolves between a time nτ+/2pi
to (n+1)τ−/2pi through XY dynamics between two kicks which
introduces a lattice position dependent phase factor to the Green
function (Sur and Subrahmanyam, 2019). It can be seen that
after each kick, a site-dependent new phase is introduced in the
Green function which indicates the qualitative change in the
dynamics from XY dynamics, i.e., the state after a kick depends
on the location of the down spin after the previous kick.
The most general initial state to start the dynamics with is MA
number of down spins in system A and MB number of down
spins in system B. The most trivial state to start the dynam-
ics is where there is no down spin in one of the systems. But
for such initial state the systems will not get correlated through
the coupling. Since no bound state is formed even for multi-
ple number of down spins in the individual systems, the wave
function for any general initial state can be obtained from the
product of non-interacting one particle Green functions. So, no
new physics is coming out for any multimagnon state as the ini-
tial state. But to observe the transition, it is necessary that the
individual systems start with different initial states. Since we
have discussed that the dynamics is qualitatively independent
of the initial conditions, any initial states is sufficient to observe
the transition. Hence, we restrict ourselves to one particle ini-
tial states (MA = 1 and MB = 1, i.e., a direct-product state with
1 + 1 number of down spins) for simplicity of calculations. The
initial state is denoted as:
|ψ0〉 = |x0; y0〉, (21)
where x0(y0) denotes the location of the down spin in system
A(B). xi are the co-ordinates of the sites with down spins in
system A after ith kick, and similarly, yi are for system B.
We show the time evolution of the state explicitly for one
kick. The time evolution operator U acting on the the state
|x0; y0〉 yields the following state at time t = τ/2pi,
|ψt=τ/2pi〉 = U|x0; y0〉
= e
i
2 g(
∑N
jA=1
cos( 2pi jAN )σ
z
jA
+
∑N
jB=1
cos( 2pi jBN )σ
z
jB
)
×e i2 ε
∑N
jA , jB=1
cos( 2pi jAN ) cos(
2pi jB
N )σ
z
jA
σzjB
×e iτ4
(∑N
jA=1
(σxjAσ
x
jA+1
+σ
y
jA
σ
y
jA+1
)+
∑N
jB=1
(σxjBσ
x
jB+1
+σ
y
jB
σ
y
jB+1
)
)
|x0; y0〉
=
∑
x1,y1 G
x1
x0 (
τ
2pi )G
y1
y0 (
τ
2pi )e
i
(
g cos( 2pix1N )+g cos(
2piy1
N )−2ε cos(
2pix1
N ) cos(
2piy1
N )
)
|x1; y1〉 (22)
Extending Eq. 22 by recursion relation for n kicks the joint
quantum state at time t = nτ/2pi is given in following form :
|ψt=nτ/2pi〉 =
∑
xn,yn
G˜xn;ynx0;y0 (n)|xn; yn〉, (23)
where the wave function G˜xn;ynx0;y0 (n) in the above equation is the
Green function of the coupled joint system and given in terms
of one magnon Green functions as:
G˜xn;ynx0;y0 (n) =
∑
x1,x2,...,xn−1
∑
y1,y2,...yn−1
∏n−1
i=0 G
xi+1
xi (
τ
2pi )G
yi+1
yi (
τ
2pi )
×ei(g cos( 2pixi+1N )+g cos( 2piyi+1N )−2ε cos( 2pixi+1N ) cos( 2piyi+1N )). (24)
Energies of the individuals systems A and B as well as the
interaction energy can be computed from the above wave func-
tion. Energies EA and EB of the systems A and B respectively
after n kicks are given by,
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EAn =
1
2
∑
xn,yn
G˜∗xn;ynx0;y0 (n)(G˜
xn+1;yn
x0;y0 (n) + G˜
xn−1;yn
x0;y0 (n));
EBn =
1
2
∑
xn,yn
G˜∗xn;ynx0;y0 (n)(G˜
xn;yn+1
x0;y0 (n) + G˜
xn;yn−1
x0;y0 (n)).
(25)
The interaction energy after n kicks is given by,
Eintn =
∑
xn,yn
|G˜xn;ynx0;y0 (n)|2〈xn; yn|HAB|xn; yn〉
= 2ε
∑
xn,yn
|G˜xn;ynx0;y0 (n)|2 cos(
2pixn
N
) cos(
2piyn
N
). (26)
Unlike the classical scheme, where the interaction takes place
only between two systems through the coupling, the quantum
counterpart is more complicated. Here, the individual sys-
tems (A and B) as well as individual qubits in each systems
though uncorrelated initially, will generate multi party corre-
lation through time evolution. N qubits in system A will get
correlated with N qubits in system B, this is a multi party cor-
relation. Also each qubit in system A(or B) will get correlated
with the rest (N − 1) qubits in system A (or B) as well as N
qubits of system B (or A). The correlation between system A
and B is quantified through the reduced density matrix (RDM)
of the systems. Since we know the joint state at any time t, the
RDM for any system can be computed by tracing out the rest
from the joint density matrix. The definition of the RDM for
any subsystem X is given by,
ρX = TrX¯ |ψ〉〈ψ|, (27)
where, TrX¯ is the partial trace over the Hilbert space excluding
the subsystem X. All informational based correlation measures
are computed from the RDM, e.g., the von Neumann entropy of
the subsystem A will be given as,
S At = −Tr ρAt ln ρAt . (28)
The von Neumann entropy S At measures entanglement between
the system A and the rest. Also, there are other informational
based measures for quantum correlations. The linear entropy
for the subsystem A is defined as,
T At = 1 − Tr ρAt 2. (29)
The concurrence(Wootters, 1998; Rungta et al., 2001) between
the individual systems A and B is given as,
CABt =
√
2(1 − Tr ρAt 2). (30)
The linear entropy, the lowest order approximation of the von
Neumann entropy quantifies the mixedness of a quantum state.
While CABt quantifies entanglement between the subsystems A
and B. All the three measures S At , T At , and CABt vanish for sep-
arable states. Since the joint state here is a pure state the mu-
tual information between systems A and B is just twice the von
Neumann entropy of the either system. So it is sufficient to dis-
cuss only S At to describe the dynamics. Here, we have taken
the system size N = 100 to illustrate our results. Note that
the maximum value of von Neumann entropy corresponding to
each system is S Amax = ln 100 ≈ 4.6052 for one particle states.
Fig. 6 show the time dependence of difference between aver-
age energies of individual systems (∆E = EA−EB), the average
interaction energy divided by twice coupling parameter, i.e.,
Eint/2ε, between the systems A and B and the von Neumann
entropy (S A) of the systems A or B for different values of ε and
n. The initial state we have taken is |ψ0〉 = |1,N/2〉 and number
of qubits in each system N = 100. The state |ψ0〉 = |1,N/2〉
means the down spin is at the first site in system A and in site
N/2 in system B. Since the systems are closed or ring like, the
down spins are farthest in this particular initial state and thus
most unlikely to couple.
We see that all the three quantities ∆E, Eint/2ε, and S A are
non-monotonic functions of ε after certain number of kicks. As
shown in Fig.6(a)–(c) the difference between the average en-
ergies (∆E) of the individual systems A and B initially grows
negative from zero with time, independent of the value ε for all
values of τ. As shown in Fig. 6(a) ∆E becomes negative for
ε < 0.5 and slightly positive for ε > 0.5 after certain value of
n. This means starting from the same initial state with two dif-
ferent values of coupling constant (ε < 0.5 or, ε > 0.5), results
in two completely different energy distributions in the systems
A and B. For large n and ε > 0.5, the quantity ∆E is almost
zero for τ = 0.3 and τ = 0.5 as shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c)
respectively. This indicates that the energies of the individual
systems tend to have a common value for ε > 0.5 and different
for ε < 0.5 for kicking period parameter τ & 0.3. It is a clear
indication of a dynamical phase transition at ε = 0.5. So, the
quantity ∆E may serve as an order parameter for the transition.
Since the systems start from uncoupled state the average in-
teraction energy is zero initially. As time evolves they get
coupled and develops nonzero average interaction energy and
Eint/2ε shows a minimum at ε = 0.5 for all values τ, as
shown in Fig. 6(d)–(f). The non-monotonicity begins nearly
after n = 500 (equivalently t ' 7.96), n = 400 (equivalently
t ' 19.10), and n = 300 (equivalently t ' 23.88 ) respectively.
In contrast, the von Neumann entropy increases from zero and
shows a maximum at ε = 0.5 irrespective of the value of τ,
as shown in Fig. 6(g)–(i). Which means that maximum deco-
herence of individual systems and entanglement between two
systems occur at ε = 0.5. But from the Fig. 6 (a)–(c) we con-
clude that the minima (maxima) of interaction energy (the von
Neumann entropy) does not imply ∆E = 0 in general. We take
τ = 0.3 as a representative case to illustrate our results in detail.
We take τ = 0.3 as a representative case to illustrate our
results in detail. We have shown the behaviour of the quantities
Eint, Eint/2ε, S A, EA, and EB as a function of ε after 1000 kicks
in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 7 (a), (b), and (c) all the three
quantities Eint, Eint/2ε, and S A show a non analytic behaviour
at ε = 0.5—which confirms the transition there. In Fig. 7(d)
energies of the individual systems suddenly coincide with each
other above ε = 0.5. This means the individual systems share
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Figure 6: (color online) The difference between the energies of system A and B (∆E = EA −EB) as a function of number of kicks (n) and the coupling parameter (ε)
for kicking intervals (a)0.1/2pi (b)0.3/2pi (c)0.5/2pi. The average interaction energy divided by twice of the coupling parameter (Eint/2ε) as a function of number of
kicks (n) and the coupling parameter (ε) for kicking intervals (d)0.1/2pi (e)0.3/2pi (f)0.5/2pi. The von Neumann entropy (S A or S B) as a function of number of kicks
(n) and the coupling parameter (ε) for kicking intervals (g)0.1/2pi (h)0.3/2pi (i)0.5/2pi. Number of qubits in each system: N = 100. Initial state: x0 = 1, y0 = N/2.
their energies equally indicating the quantum synchronization.
4.1. Inter-system single-qubit mutual information
It is also interesting to investigate the correlation between in-
dividual qubits in system A and system B in order to explain
the dynamical phase transition that occurs at ε = 0.5. We take
τ = 0.3 as our representative case to show the time dependence
of mutual information between jA th qubit in system A and jB
th qubit in system B in Fig. 8. Initially, every qubit in each
system in uncorrelated. As time evolves they get correlated
and the locus of maximally correlated qubits spreads out with
time circularly in ( jA, jB) plane centering the initial state, i.e.,
(1,N/2). As shown in Fig. 8 (a), (d), (g), (j) and (c), (f), (i),
(l) for ε = 0.05 and ε = 1.00 respectively, after a certain time
it stops growing due to the convex light cone structure of the
Green function (Sur and Subrahmanyam, 2019). Even after a
long time maximally correlated pairs reside inside a circle cen-
tering the point (1,N/2) for ε = 0.05 and ε = 1.0 as shown in
Fig. 8 (j) and (l) respectively. In contrast, for ε = 0.5 this locus
no longer remains circular after a certain time and spreads in the
( jA, jB) plane as shown in Fig. 8 (h) and (k). Hence, the spread-
ing of quantum correlation is a signature for the transition. Not
only the mutual information (twice of S A) between the systems
A and B is maximum at ε = 0.5 as seen from Fig. 7(c) but
also maximum value of the mutual information between indi-
vidual qubits is also much higher. As seen from Fig. 8 (j), (k),
and (l) the maximum value of mutual information is 0.00025
for ε = 0.05, is 0.01 for ε = 0.5, and is 0.0016 for ε = 1.0
respectively.
4.2. A discussion on Local coupling
In this context we want to discuss another type of coupling
scheme. The coupling discussed above is global in the sense
that every qubit in system A interacts with every qubit in system
B. Instead the coupling can be local; the limiting case would
be the coupling occurs between the two systems A and B only
through individual qubits. In this scheme the jth spin in system
A will get coupled only with the jth spin in system B via the
same time and space dependent potential. For further mention
this will be named as ‘local coupling’. The coupling Hamil-
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Figure 7: (color online) (a) The average interaction energy (Eint), (b) the av-
erage interaction energy divided by twice the coupling constant (Eint/2ε), (c)
the von Neumann entropy (S A), (d) the average individual energies EA and EB
as a function of the coupling constant ε after 1000 kicks for kicking period
parameter τ = 0.3.
tonian can be obtained from Eq. 9 by introducing a Kronecker
delta function and is given by,
HAB(t) =
ε
2
N∑
jA, jB=1
δ jA, jB cos(
2pi jA
N
) cos(
2pi jB
N
)σzjAσ
z
jB
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(
2pit
τ
− n).
(31)
This type of coupling has no ‘classical’ analog; in the sense
that the coupling Hamiltonian cannot be factorized in two parts
corresponding to systems A and B as given in Eq. 8. The joint
state of system A and B is still given by Eq. 24, but the wave
function of the joint state after n kicks will be given by,
G˜xn;ynx0;y0 (n) =
∑
x1,x2,...,xn−1
∑
y1,y2,...yn−1
∏n−1
i=0 G
xi+1
xi (
τ
2pi )G
yi+1
yi (
τ
2pi )
×ei(g+ε(1−δxi+1 ,yi+1 ))(cos( 2pixi+1N )+cos( 2piyi+1N )). (32)
As seen in the above equation the joint Green function be-
haves like two uncoupled systems with an effective site depen-
dent potential strength parameter g+ε(1−δxi+1,yi+1 ). This makes
the joint Green function very different from the same given in
Eq. 24. Here, the interaction energy after n kicks is given by,
Eintn = ε
N
4
− ε
∑
xn,yn
|G˜xn;ynx0;y0 (n)|2(cos(
2pixn
N
) + cos(
2piyn
N
))
(1 − δxn,yn ).
(33)
Fig. 9 show the time dependence of difference between av-
erage energies of individual systems (∆E = EA − EB), average
interaction energy divided by the coupling parameter (Eint/ε)
between the systems A and B and von Neumann entropy (S A)
of the systems A or B for different values of ε and n for the
‘local coupling’ scheme. Here, the initial state plays a signif-
icant role in the dynamics because the interaction is local. If
the down spin in system A is very far from the same in system
B the systems will have effectively no coupling. Hence, unlike
the earlier case we choose the initial state |1,N/5〉 to show our
results. However, we have tried with other initial states but the
dynamics is not qualitatively very different.
As shown in Fig. 9(a)–(c), the difference between the average
energies of the individuals systems (∆E) initially decreases with
time independent of the value of ε and τ, and mostly remain so.
Unlike the earlier coupling scheme here no such branching of
∆E depending on the coupling is observed. Same kind of trend
is seen in in case of Eint/ε, as shown in Fig. 9(d)–(f). Fig. 9(g)–
(i) show the von Neumann entropy (S A) is very small compared
to the earlier case. This means the coupling is negligible or in
other words, the do not get entangled appreciably. Only thing
we can say that S A increases with kicking period.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have studied the synchronization for cou-
pled Harper systems. We extended the concept of synchroniza-
tion from classical to quantum scenario for the same coupled
systems. To do so, we have investigated through the method
of average interaction energy between the participating subsys-
tems in both classical and quantum cases. Further, we have
followed different paths also to study the synchronization.
In this paper, to make the analogy between the classical and
the quantum scenarios, we have illustrated our results explic-
itly for τ = 0.3 for the classical part. In Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 all plots are done using a single set of initial conditions
(xA(0), pA(0), xB(0), pB(0)) = (0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.5). However, one
may obtain unaltered conclusions with other set of initial con-
ditions. Here, we adopt the joint probability density technique,
in addition to the average interaction energy method, to detect
the synchronized (desynchronized) state. But, choosing of dif-
ferent τ may not lead to observe the transition between the syn-
chronized and the desynchronized states, though there is a kink
observed in the average interaction energy. For example, at
τ = 0.1, the discontinuity is observed at ε = 0.5 (see Fig. 4(a) or
(b)), but the difference in the joint probability density does not
confirm this transition (see Fig. 4(c) and (d)). Similar kind of
observations one can get for any τ . 0.3. Further, for τ & 0.5,
since the intrinsic subsystems show the global chaotic nature
and they are always in synchronized state independent of the
coupling strength. This leads to make us the possible conclu-
sion that the transition is always associated with the kink, but
the converse is not always true. Further, one possible future
direction may be the explicit study of the dynamics of the cou-
pled subsystems in the desynchronized state, which seems to us
the existence of local chaos (Walker and Ford, 1969). However,
in the synchronized state, the participating subsystems are full
fledged chaotic in nature.
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Figure 8: The mutual information between jthA qubit in system A and j
th
B qubit in system B for different coupling strength (ε) and time (n) : (a) ε = 0.05, n = 20,(b)
ε = 0.50, n = 20,(c)ε = 1.00, n = 20,(d)ε = 0.05, n = 100,(e)ε = 0.50, n = 100, (f) ε = 1.00, n = 100, (g) ε = 0.05, n = 300, (h) ε = 0.50, n = 300, (i) ε = 1.00,
n = 300, (j) ε = 0.05, n = 1000, (k) ε = 0.50, n = 1000, (l) ε = 1.00, n = 1000. In all subplots, the abscissa denotes the actual position of the jthA qubit in system A
and the ordinate denotes the actual position of the jthB qubit in system B. Initial state: x0 = 1, y0 = N/2. Kicking interval parameter: τ = 0.3.
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Figure 9: (color online) Local coupling scheme: The difference between the energies of system A and B (∆E = EA − EB) as a function of number of kicks (n)
and the coupling parameter (ε) for kicking intervals (a)0.1/2pi (b)0.3/2pi (c)0.5/2pi. The average interaction energy divided by the coupling parameter (Eint/ε) as
a function of number of kicks (n) and the coupling parameter (ε) for kicking intervals (d)0.1/2pi (e)0.3/2pi (f)0.5/2pi. The von Neumann entropy (S A or S B) as a
function of number of kicks (n) and the coupling parameter (ε) for kicking intervals (g)0.1/2pi (h)0.3/2pi (i)0.5/2pi. Number of qubits in each system: N = 100.
Initial state: x0 = 1, y0 = N/5.
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In quantum scenario, we observe a dynamical phase tran-
sition at ε = 0.5 irrespective of the kicking period. Where,
ε = 0.5 is the transition point from desynchronized state to MS
state in classical context for τ & 0.3. In this regime two quan-
tum systems A and B equal their energies by sharing though the
coupling for ε > 0.5. For the case τ . 0.3 the quantum systems
instead show a energy level crossing at ε = 0.5. We do not see
any transition in the classical context also as mentioned already.
The average interaction energy between the systems A and B di-
vided by the coupling constant ε shows a minimum at ε = 0.5
irrespective of the kicking period. This is a common feature
which is seen in both classical and quantum scenario. More-
over, the quantum correlation measures, viz., the von Neumann
entropy shows a maximum at ε = 0.5. So, the transition is
associated with a much larger value of entanglement between
the systems A and B, or in other words, more decoherence in
the individual systems. So, the transition from desynchronized
to synchronized state can be thought of as a classical manifes-
tation of a dynamical phase transition in quantum many body
system. A small discussion on inter system single qubit cor-
relation is given in Section 4.1. It can be seen that quantum
correlations spread over the systems at the transition point.
We studied the quantum scenario and discussed the results in
joint Green function formalism, i.e., starting from one down
spin(or, one magnon) in each system. Since, system is non
interacting, the time-dependent wave function from any initial
state can be written as a product of the joint Green function. Al-
though a state with more number of down spins in each system
will result in much stronger coupling the qualitative features of
our results will not change.
We have not commented about the nature of the transition
in both classical and quantum scenarios. Though we have ana-
lytical expressions for the time dependent wave functions, en-
ergies, etc., in quantum dynamics—we need to check the ana-
lyticities of the energies, entropies or other correlations at the
transition point. Hence determining the nature of the transition
is a challenging analytical problem.
Finally, the local coupling scheme which we have discussed
does not give rise to any such transitions. The possible reasons
might be the coupling has no classical analog, i.e., the coupling
Hamiltonian cannot be written as a product of two terms cor-
responding to the systems A and B and the coupling is very
weak. It seems that the transition is a ‘classical’ phenomena,
which cannot be obtained through local coupling. This requires
further investigation.
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